Subcellular-Scale Drug Transport via Ultrasound-Degradable Mesoporous Nanosilicon to Bypass Cancer Drug Resistance.
Delivering and releasing anticancer agents directly to their subcellular targets of action in a controlled manner are almost the ultimate goal of pharmacology, but it is challenging. In recent decades, plenty of efforts have been made to send drugs to tumor tissue or even specifically to cancer cells; however, at the subcellular scale, cancer cells have multiple cunning ways to hinder drugs from reaching their final action targets. Here, we demonstrate a strategy to bypass the last defense of cancer drug resistance by contolling the drug transportation and release at subcellular scale. We developed a platform based on ultrasound-degradable mesoporous nanosilicon, which allows drug delivery towards, ultrasound controlled drug release into the cell nucleus. This strategy altered the drug distribution within cells and remarkably enhanced the drug accumulation ratio at the action target, i.e. nucleus. In vitro and in vivo studies proved that this strategy reduced the drug dosage by an order of magnitude, prolonged drug retention and amplified therapeutic efficacy in tumor-bearing mice. These results offer new insights into bypassing cancer drug resistance through transport and release drugs directly to their action targets in a controlled manner.